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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Our Mission Statement
At Light Up Creations, we are focused on providing our
customers with affordable, high quality, and fully customizable expressive products.

Our Product Description
Our company creates fully customizable glass bottles
with LED light kits cork (battery operated) in a wide variety of colors. We have our very own graphic artist who
designs a unique and custom waterproof adhesive label.
Bottles with full custom labels are $15, and plain bottles
are $12.

Our Start
Our CEO, Michael Rekstis, and our CFO, Alex Oaks,
had come up with the idea of decorative light-up wine
bottles. However, this idea was not scalable as restoring the wine bottles took a lot of time. Instead, we invested in decorative glass bottles sold at a local craft
retailer. These bottles come in a variety of colors. We
then started thinking of a price to sell our bottles at
that would make us the most profit and satisfy our customers. We were uncertain as to how to price our
product, so we started holding focus groups with members of our target market. The goal was to find a price
that was not too high (that would scare customers off)
or a price too low (that would limit our profit potential
and give customers a perceived cheap quality).
Throughout this process, we arrived at a starting price
of $15, and agreed that the price would be flexible.
We then brought aboard Graphic Designer Ty Poorman from our Graphic Design Career program. He creates all of the custom images for our bottles.
Our company name, Light Up Creations, was created
to emphasize the beauty of light and creativity.
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LEADERSHIP & ORGANIZATION
MICHAEL REKSTIS is the CEO of the company, his role is to oversee all major decisions
and production for the company.
ALEX OAKS is the CFO and is responsible for sales, marketing, and productions. He also
keeps track of all orders that are due and placed.
DERAYA GLOVER is the social media marketer and salesperson who photographs and
shares Light Up Creation with the world on all social media outlets.
NICOLE IHINGER is our accountant of the company who keeps tracks of the finances,
places orders for the supplies we need for our products and also keeps track of all the inventory.
TY POORMAN is our in-house graphic designer who has been trained in the Animation
and Graphic Design program for 2 years. He helps to create custom designs for our adhesive, waterproof label to match each customers’ needs.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Financial Summary Report
LIGHT UP CREATIONS
Period November 1 – March 31

Category

Amount

Details/Comments

Total Units Sold

85

Number of bottles sold from November
through March

Total Revenue

$1,245.00

Total dollar sales of bottles. Bottle prices
ranging from $12 - $15

Material Expense

This category captures all of the expenses that we incurred
through the operations of our business

Bottle Expense

$205.68

Candy Expense

$23

Light Kit Expense

Total expenses for bottles
Total expenses for candy/Valentine’s Day
promotion

$506.89

Total expense for light kits

$735.57

Summation of all materials expenses

Loan Interest Expense

$12

Total loan expense payable to Junior
Achievement

Craft Show Expense

$10

Our portion of the craft show table expense

Total Material Expense

Total Expenses

$757.57

Sum of all expenses

NET PROFIT

$480.43

Total Revenue - Total Material Expense

Per Unit Break Even Point

.2 units

Fixed costs/Unit selling price
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Per Unit Break Even Analysis
Our break-even point is calculated to be 20% of one unit. This is
based on the price of our inputs:
 $1 for a bottle
 $2 for a light kit
 Total of $3 expenses
Our most common selling price is $15. Based on this, our break-even
point is .2 of a unit. This is obtained by dividing the $3 by the $15.
Break-even Analysis
Light Up Creations had very low fixed costs and a high profit margin. With fixed costs being only $52, our break-even point was established after we sold 4 bottles!
Total Units Sold

Liquidation
As of now, we are still accepting
orders for custom bottles. We
have a large amount of inventory valued at $186:


48 bottles valued as $1 each



86 light kits valued at $2
each



Total inventory valued at
$186

Currently, we are entertaining
an offer for our company to be
purchased by an outsider, as
they have come to love our products and feel that they can continue to make a profit.
We are in discussion regarding
the appropriate valuation for
our business.

To date, we have sold a total of 85 bottles. These bottles have been
purchased by a variety of individuals and school groups for many
different purposes. Our school’s Football Kick Off Club purchased
12 bottles for the senior players as end of season gifts. Another popular collection was our holiday line of bottles for Christmas and for
Valentine’s Day.
Capitalization
Initially, we started Light Up Creations by self-funding our venture.
Each member of our group contributed start-up funds, and we were
able to procure a small amount of products to make some initial
sales. As a result of our strong profit margin, we were able to fund
our business process the first month of our company. Junior
Achievement also awarded us a loan for $200 at 6% for inventory,
repayment of members for initial loans, and to help fund our fees
for craft shows.
Investor Return
Based on the money that we have generated, we do not anticipate
any issue repaying our loan of $200 plus interest to Junior
Achievement of East Central Ohio. We will be issuing a check
to them within the month to pay this notes payable. Therefore,
there is a 100% investor return.
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MARKETING STRATEGY
1,674 views

Plain Pride
Paper:
32,000
Families

819 people
reached

Our Brand
At Light Up Creations, we operate with
high standards and promise to meet our
customer’s needs. We offer a wide variety
of bottle colors and light kits. We strive to
create products for our customers that are
fun while expressing their vision.

Our Target Market
Our target market is vast—includes everyone from decorators to parents, coaches to “Santa Claus”. They have all purchased our bottles. We
held a convenience sampling of our target market, and received excellent feedback regarding our product. Ultimately, it was through this
sampling of our target market that we decided to only offer the bottles,
and to not go forward with our vase line as it did not receive positive
feedback.

Our Customer Service
At Light Up Creations, we
value our customer’s constructive criticism and
strive to please each customer with 100% satisfaction. In the event that our
product has not met customer expectations, we immediately responded and
worked with the customer
to make the necessary improvements.
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MARKETING STRATEGY
Our Order Form

Our Joint Venture
Order Form

Spirit Bottle Campaign
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LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Successes

Obstacles & Challenges

Our product was very popular, especially in the beginning of our
company. We could barely keep up
with the demand from our customers. Each time we delivered a bottle, we would get many more requests stemming from that sale due
to word of mouth advertisement.

In the beginning, we were using old
wine bottles to promote upcycling.
We were able to handle it fine until
orders started coming in too fast.
In order to restore the bottles, we
had to take off the labels and clean
them, then we had to let them dry
for a day or so which had ended up
taking too much time. Our pivot
came about 2 weeks later when we
had found out that a local craft retail sold decorative glass bottles in
different colors. We invested in
buying a variety of the different
colors, and different color light
kits. This saved us a lot of time and
money, with the total expenses for
one bottle being only about $3, we
were bringing in a large profit margin.

One of our biggest successes was
our product—it was consistent, durable, unique and had a great clean
look. Our customer base enjoyed
the quality of our product and because of this, we were able to recapture many of our customers for repeat orders. We also did a great job
in working through the dilemma of
our discontinued bottles. Because
we did not panic and were able to
be strategic, we were able to locate
more than 100 bottles at various
stores to continue our operations.
Ultimately, we made our customers
happy! This felt like a win each time
we delivered an order and watched
their reaction. Our sales numbers
were strong, and we were amazed
by how fast our turnover rate had
become. We exceeded our initial
goals and overall units of sales.

In early December we found that
our bottle was discontinued by our
supplier. We spent an entire day
contacting stores within the 25
mile radius of our school to locate
remaining inventory, not having
any idea when and if they would
come back in stock. This was a
nervous moment for our company.
In the end, they were discontinued
from December until the beginning
of April.

Learning Experiences for
Now and in
the Future:
In going through this process, we
learned so much so more than we
would have through any other
means. We each got an opportunity
to offer input that had high stakes.
This experience allowed us to make
money and to be rewarded for our
efforts. There is no other opportunity like this at our high school, and
this was so valuable.
The members of our company all
agree that this experience has
caused us to look at the macro view
of things, and to eliminate our personal emotion from decision making. Once we were able to do this,
the decision making process began
to get easier. We learned that each
person brings something valuable
“to the table”.
This experience forced us to get out
of our comfort zone, and to work as
a team. We were a group of people
who had many differences, but
came together to run a company
for several months. We were successful in many ways, and will take
our confidence in moving forward.

